Orlando Cosmetic Surgeon
Introduces NaturalFill™
A Permanent and Natural
Alternative to Injectable Fillers

(Orlando, FL) Roger Bassin, M.D. cosmetic surgeon and Medical Director of the Bassin Center for
Facial Plastic Surgery, has introduced a revolutionary new approach to filling lines and wrinkles and
plumping up the skin on the face with NaturalFill™. NaturalFill is a fat grafting procedure also known as fat
transfer or lipoinjection in which fat cells are harvested from one part of the body and injected into another.
It is a procedure with few surgical complications and is most commonly used to provide the face with a
more youthful appearance which is permanent.

Dr. Bassin has pioneered the Aqua-Lipo procedure which provides a novel approach to removing fat.
By utilizing the Body-Jet technology to gently dislodge intact fat cells, Dr. Bassin is able to remove viable
fat cells, which can be immediately used for fat transfer to other parts of the body.
Until now, the recovery of fat from liposuction patients has been a laborious process, involving
centrifuges and prolonged time to ‘process’ the fat before use for injection. A process which in the past
would have taken hours can now be done in a single office visit, saving the doctor time and the patient
additional appointments and money.

Dr. Bassin uses the Aqua-Lipo procedure to gently remove fat cells from areas like the stomach, thighs,
hips or lower back, and then transfers the fat via small injections to other areas of the body which are in
need of filling or additional volume.
NaturalFill patients require only one treatment and results are permanent. Results are seen immediately
and there is no downtime. With the poor economy and patients looking to invest in cosmetic procedures
that will produce longer lasting results, NaturalFill is an excellent alternative to temporary fillers using
hyaluronic acid or collagen which require repeat injections every six to nine months. Additionally, patients
may experience “injection fatigue” when using fillers such as Restylane, Juvaderm and Radiance to name
a few, and may require treatments on a more frequent basis.
“There is no question that fat is the ideal material for soft tissue augmentation, and that the results
obtained with NaturalFill are the most natural-appearing and long lasting,” says Bassin. There are no
known side effects with NaturalFill as opposed to other fillers which may cause inflammation, infection,
migration and granuloma formation. NaturalFill is extremely safe as it is a natural substance from your
own body.
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